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Return to growth of
activity during June as
COVID-19 measures ease
Key findings

Summary

Amid a further easing of COVID-19 restrictions, Australian
services activity rose for the first time in five months during
June, according to the latest PMI data. New business
volumes also returned to growth, contributing to a rise
in capacity pressure. Meanwhile, there was a notably
slower reduction in employment, while business sentiment
improved further. The recovery was, however, accompanied
by price increases.
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The headline figure derived from the survey is the
Commonwealth Bank of Australia Services Business Activity
Index, which is designed to provide timely indications of
changes in business activity in the Australian service sector.
Readings above 50.0 signal an improvement in business
activity on the previous month while readings below 50.0
show deterioration.
The seasonally adjusted Business Activity Index surged
from 26.9 in May to 53.1 in June, indicating a rise in activity
for the first time since January. The latest increase in activity
was also the fastest for just over one-and-a-half years.

Business Activity

Interpretation

Jun-20

53.1

Expansion, change of direction

May-20

26.9

Contraction, slower rate of decline

The lifting of restrictions on business operations provided
relief to the service sector as firms reopened and individuals
resumed consumption.
This led to a marked improvement in demand conditions.
Order book volumes returned to growth for the first time since
January, after steep declines in recent months. That said,
the rate of increase was only marginal as some COVID-19
measures remained in place and hindered recovery in
certain sectors such as transportation and tourism. External
demand remained weak, with overseas orders falling further
in June, albeit at a slower rate.
The upturn in overall sales led to a tightening of operating
capacity, as indicated by a rise in the level of backlogs.
However, despite increased capacity pressure, firms
continued to reduce staff numbers, although the rate of
reduction eased considerably from the severe drops seen
in April and May.
The recovery in the service sector was accompanied by
higher prices. Input costs rose markedly after two months of
declines, with inflation linked to greater staff costs, increased
fuel prices and supplier price hikes. Higher expenses
pushed firms to raise their selling prices for the first time in
three months, albeit only marginally.
Finally, business expectations for the year-ahead outlook
improved further in June, with confidence rising to the
highest in nine months. Optimism was built on expectations
of a further easing of restrictions, including for international
travel, in the months ahead.
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Commonwealth Bank Composite PMI®
Output

Commonwealth Bank Composite PMI ®
May 2016 – Jun 2020

Interpretation

(50 = no change on previous month)
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The Commonwealth Bank Composite Output Index is
a GDP-weighted average of the Commonwealth Bank
Manufacturing Output Index and the Commonwealth Bank
Services Business Activity Index. It is designed to provide
a timely indication of changes in business activity in the
Australian private sector economy as a whole. Readings
above 50.0 signal an improvement in business activity
on the previous month, while readings below 50.0 show
deterioration.
The seasonally adjusted Commonwealth Bank Composite
Output Index rose sharply from 28.1 to 52.7 in June,
indicating a rise in private sector business activity for the
first time since January. The overall upturn in Australia’s
private sector was led by a similarly substantial increase
in services business activity. Manufacturing output
meanwhile fell further, albeit at a noticeably slower rate.
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About Commonwealth Bank Services PMI ® and the Purchasing Managers’ IndexTM Report
The Commonwealth Bank has commissioned IHS Markit to conduct research and provide insights for this edition of the Commonwealth Bank Services PMI through the
Purchasing Managers’ Index Report. The Commonwealth Bank Services PMI is based on data compiled from monthly replies to questionnaires sent to a representative
panel of purchasing executives in over 400 private sector services firms in Australia. The panel is stratified by GDP and company workforce size. The services sector
is divided into the following five broad categories: Transport & Storage, Consumer Services, Information & Communication, Finance & Insurance and Real Estate &
Business Services.
About PMI ® by IHS Markit
The intellectual property rights to the Commonwealth Bank Manufacturing PMI® provided herein are owned by or licensed to IHS Markit. Any unauthorised use, including
but not limited to copying, distributing, transmitting or otherwise of any data appearing is not permitted without IHS Markit’s prior consent. IHS Markit shall not have any
liability, duty or obligation for or relating to the content or information (“data”) contained herein, any errors, inaccuracies, omissions or delays in the data, or for any actions
taken in reliance thereon. In no event shall IHS Markit be liable for any special, incidental, or consequential damages, arising out of the use of the data. Purchasing
Managers’ IndexTM and PMI® are either registered trade marks of Markit Economics Limited or licensed to Markit Economics Limited. Commonwealth Bank use the above
marks under license. IHS Markit is a registered trademark of IHS Markit Ltd. and/or its affiliates.
Things you should know
This report is published solely for information purposes. As this report has been prepared without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs, you
should before acting on the information in this report, consider its appropriateness to your circumstances and if necessary seek the appropriate professional advice.
The information in this report and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based on the information available at the time of its
publication. No guarantee is provided as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this report. Commonwealth Bank of Australia ABN 48 123
123 124. AFSL and Australian credit license 234945.

